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Executive Summary
One of the main goals of TREDISEC is the development of components, called security primitives,
which fulfil both security and functional requirements. These security primitives cover a wide range of
properties and work in different levels/phases of integration in the cloud systems. Therefore, this level
of complexity requires a specially designed framework that facilitates the management, access and
use of the security primitives by both developers and end-users. Additionally, it is required a specific
architecture and life-cycle that supports the creation of the security primitives as components that can
be managed and integrated in the cloud systems under development.
These objectives were already fulfilled with the initial version of the TREDISEC Architecture and
design of the TREDISEC Framework, used for the management and use of the TREDISEC security
primitives and its life-cycle.
This deliverable presents the final version of the architecture of TREDISEC, which covers both the
final version of the TREDISEC Framework and the final version of the architecture and life-cycle of the
security primitives. It uses as basis the initial version described in D2.3, which has been enhanced
with the comments and feedback of the partners and, more specifically, with the work of development
done in WP6 for the implementation of the TREDISEC Framework and the integration of the security
primitives developed in WP3, WP4 and WP5.
First we present a brief description of the work presented in D2.3 in order to refresh the proposed
architecture and following we describe the changes and updates we have done to it. Next, we
describe the final list of security primitives to be developed in the project together with updates in their
implementation. In order to facilitate the reading and better illustrate the work done since the last
version of the architecture we will focus here in the changes (both of the TREDISEC Framework and
the list of security primitives) and provide references to the previous deliverable.
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1 Introduction and Scope
1.1

Purpose and Scope

The aim of this deliverable is to present the final version of the TREDISEC Architecture and
Framework design, which will be used for the implementation of the TREDISEC Framework and the
TREDISEC Recipes in WP6, and the development of the life-cycle of the security primitives. The work
we describe here was based on the description of the TREDISEC Architecture presented in D2.3. We
have enhanced and extended continuously all the different parts of the architecture (TREDISEC
Framework, security primitives architecture and security primitives life-cycle) with the feedback and
work done in WP6 in the initial version of the implementation of the TREDISEC Framework and the
creation of first examples of security primitives thanks to the contribution of the technical partners (the
ones working in security primitives). Figure 1 shows a high-level diagram of the process we followed
for refining and enhancing the TREDISEC Architecture, which is explained below.

Figure 1: High-level diagram for refining of the TREDISEC Architecture

Therefore, this deliverable takes input from the different works of TREDISEC:


D2.3: we analysed the initial version of the architecture in order to check the updates and
additional information added to the TREDISEC Architecture in order to report it in this final version
of the architecture



WP3-WP4-WP5: as we did in the previous version of the deliverable of architecture we continued
working closely with the security primitive partners in order to better know how to create the
abstract components of the security primitives (as presented in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2). The
work done in the previous version (D2.3) was used initially for the creation of some examples and
then refined adding more information (e.g. deployment information, applicability, list of security
primitives, etc.). We provide more information about both the architecture and life-cycle for
creating, managing and using security primitives in Section 4.



WP6: this WP has been key for the work done in the TREDISEC Architecture. Initially, it was used
as basis for the design and description of the TREDISEC Framework for the identification of the
modules (e.g. management of security primitives, testing and deploying components, etc.), and
their functionality, to be developed in T6.1. Additionally, it was useful for identifying the different
roles (how the different users we identified will interact with the TREDISEC Framework) that we
need to support and what is expected of each one. After initial discussions we started refining and
extending functionalities, more information to be provided, cover parts of integration between the
modules, etc. Finally, we have been working in T6.1 with the framework for creating some early
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work in the form of documentation of the security primitives using as examples initial
implementations of security primitives provided by partners.


Initial Business Plan: the TREDISEC Architecture was aligned with the initial plan and study done
for the business plan of the project so we cover all necessities identified by the partners in the
market. This plan, which was produced in parallel with the initial version of the architecture
presented in D2.3, was refined as the work in that field moved forward and is the reason why it
appears as output also of D2.4.

Regarding the output of the deliverable, it will be used in two different ways:


WP6: the updated TREDISEC Architecture is currently being used for the continuous
implementation of the TREDISEC Framework and the security primitives. Of course, we expect
that it will be updated slightly as we finalise the development of the two main components
(TREDISEC Framework and security primitives) but no big or critical change will be required in
the architecture. This way, D2.4 will act as guideline for the final work in WP6.



Business Plan: one of the main objectives of TREDISEC is to develop business models able to
exploit the results of the project. In this sense, it is important that the architecture and components
to be provided (namely, the TREDISEC Framework and security primitives) are developed in a
way that, not only facilitates its use in the project, but also supports the commercial actions.
Therefore, the exploitation activities carried out in TREDISEC will make use, and has also
provided feedback about the best way we should design the components described before in
order to increase their impact and commercialization in the Cloud Security market.

1.2

Innovation potential

The innovation potential of the work presented in this deliverable, and performed in WP2, follows the
work presented in past versions of the TREDISEC Framework: the concept of the TREDISEC
Security Primitives. As we described in D2.3, we first analysed the current state of the art in order to
identify security knowledge representation artefacts that could fulfil our necessities. The different
constraints we came across were: (i) being able to represent different security properties; (ii)
represent functional properties (specifically in the cloud); (iii) allow for different implementations; (iv)
include information about testing and deployment both individually (for each security primitive) and
integrated (for the TREDISEC Recipe). Due to these constraining characteristics we could not find a
suitable existing representation for TREDISEC.
After the analysis of possible solutions we came up with an innovative approach for the concept of
security primitives. This approach allows us to define security primitives in an abstract way and derive
different implementations. That way we have different implementations that derive from the same
security primitive description (e.g. security and functional property). The implementations can then be
integrated (or encapsulated) into a single one that can be used by end-users for obtaining security
properties (one or more) in their systems together with functionalities. These ones have been naturally
integrated from design so they benefit from each other and provide a better security and functional
performance than if they were integrated in the system as different elements. Figure 2 shows a high
level definition of the security primitive concept, which is explained more in-depth in Section 4, and is
composed of three different knowledge artefacts: security primitive pattern, security primitive
implementation and TREDISEC Recipe.
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Figure 2: High-level diagram of the security primitives concept

Together with the definition of the security primitive concept we have also designed a life cycle
process that supports the creation and use of the different artefacts of the security primitives. This life
cycle is used by different roles with different goals and functionalities. We also describe this process
more in-depth in Section 4.2, where it has been refined from the previous version presented in D2.3.

1.3

Structure of the document

This deliverable is structured as follows:
 Chapter 1 “Introduction and scope”: we introduce here the main objectives of the deliverable
and describe its different sections.
 Chapter 2 “TREDISEC Architecture”: we present here briefly the TREDISEC Architecture as
was described in D2.3, the updates we have done to it and its final version.
 Chapter 3 “TREDISEC Framework”: this section describes the final version of the TREDISEC
Framework and its different components. We first present briefly the former version and then the
updates we have done to it together with a description of the final reference.
 Chapter 4 “Security Primitives”: here we present the final version of the security primitives
concept and its life-cycle. Additionally, we present the updated list of security primitives using as
basis the one former one presented in D2.3.
 Chapter 5 “Conclusions”: this final section describes the conclusions of the work presented in
the deliverable, focusing in the TREDISEC Architecture, the process we followed for its
enhancement and extension since the last version we prepared and presented in D2.3 and the
future work we plan for the architecture and related components.
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2 TREDISEC Architecture
TREDISEC aims to two main goals: on the one hand to design and develop solutions that fulfil both
security and functional requirements of cloud systems and, on the other hand, to develop a framework
that supports the creation, management and use of such solutions. The two goals are related. The
work presented here, the TREDISEC Architecture, covers both goals: for the security and functional
solutions we designed the security primitives concept, which encapsulates or defines how the solution
is structured. Together with this concept we designed also a life-cycle that defines the whole process
of how the security primitives are created, managed and used by all the different roles of TREDISEC.
Regarding the framework for supporting the previously mentioned security primitives we designed the
TREDISEC Framework, which allows different roles to manage the security primitives from their
creation till their deployment in the target cloud systems. Both components are closely related and
depend on each other so the refinement work we had done along the project has been for both them,
taking care that the changes in one of them were a positive step for the other.
Following we plan to present briefly the former version of the TREDISEC Architecture (as a reminder,
complete version can be found in D2.3 “TREDISEC Architecture and Initial Framework Design”) and
following the updates and changes we have done till having the final version.

2.1

Description of the TREDISEC Architecture

The initial version of the TREDISEC Architecture presented in D2.3 highlighted the main approach
that we want to provide in the project: end-to-end security. After an analysis of the different possible
approaches, started in the DoA and followed in D2.3, we concluded that decision was the best way to
provide security solutions together with functional capabilities. Additionally, if necessary, a hybrid
approach could also be useful/suitable for specific domains or solutions. (e.g. because of
computational or cost restrictions, etc.). This strategy was followed as a back-up due to the special
characteristic of the security primitives we are designing in TREDISEC.
Therefore, the TREDISEC Architecture we initially designed had to cover all the requirements
abovementioned, the use case and cloud requirements identified in D2.1 and fulfil the goals of the
project. Additionally, we wanted it to foster the concept of security-by-design, making their integration
and use in cloud systems as easy as possible while respecting other constraints such as privacy,
performance, etc. The architecture has not changed since the initial version we provided in D2.3
although the components that are part of it have been updated and refined since we first described
them. Figure 3 shows the architecture along with the components that interact with it.
The TREDISEC Framework supports the design of functional solutions in cloud complemented with
security properties such as confidentiality, availability, integrity, non-repudiation, etc. as is shown in
Figure 3:


Verifiability with storage efficiency: storage integrity combined with data reduction solutions,
processing verifiability, verifiable ownership



Securing data access in multi-tenant storage systems: access control models for multi-tenancy,
resource isolation with multi-tenant systems, data confidentiality with deduplication, secure
enforcement of policies in clouds



Outsourcing and processing encrypted data: secure data transfer of data, optimization of
encryption processes for data outsourcing, privacy preserving primitives for data processing

These solutions are represented in the TREDISEC Architecture as security primitives, which
describes how they are created and used. The concept of security primitives, which was initially
introduced and described in-depth in D2.3 is extended and updated in Section 4. The TREDISEC
Framework supports the security primitives by covering their full life-cycle and interactions with the
external components of the architecture.
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Figure 3: High-level diagram of the TREDISEC architecture

The TREDISEC Infrastructure represents the environment to be used for the testing of the security
primitives when in development phase for a specific cloud platform. Regarding the testing
environment, the TREDISEC Architecture supports the instantiation of a testing cloud environment
(which is described more in-depth in the following sections) that security primitive developers could
use in order to assess for correct operation of a security primitive or TREDISEC Recipe. This testing
information will be also compiled and provided as information for the TREDISEC end-users so they
can know the solution provides what they are looking for in and in a correct way. Therefore, this
information is provided together with the TREDISEC Recipe.
The Cloud Platform defines the target cloud of the system under development where the security
primitives (in the form of TREDISEC Recipe) will work. The TREDISEC Architecture will support many
different cloud platforms so the TREDISEC Recipes can be used in as many systems as possible,
which will increase its impact and use in the market.
The TREDISEC Users are also important actors in the TREDISEC Architecture. We analysed and
went through several iterations in order to support all the necessities raised in the project for creating,
maintaining and using the security primitives. Finally, we decided to maintain the roles defined in the
initial version (described in D2.3) and we extended and refined their description in this final version
(which can be found in Section 3.1.1). Therefore, the users interact with the TREDISEC Framework
for creating security primitives (as abstract or implementations), testing them, creating TREDISEC
Recipes, searching and downloading them to their systems, managing the framework, etc.
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3 TREDISEC Framework
This section presents the final version of the TREDISEC Framework. We used as a basis the initial
version described in D2.3 and extend its description with the updates and refinements we have done
through several iterations. The main contributions we have received came from the joint work we did
together with WP6 (more specifically T6.1 “Models for integration and delivery of the TREDISEC
framework”). This task started with the initial version of the TREDISEC Framework and the concept of
security properties and, through several discussions and work, we refined and updated it according to
the needs and feedback partners provided.
The main changes we have done in the TREDISEC Framework have been a refinement of the goals
and functionality of all the different components that form it, a refinement on how each of the roles
uses the framework, and an update of the description and objectives of the roles. In the following
sections, we present the final version of each of the different components of the framework: the
architecture with its components, the TREDISEC roles and the operation modes.
As a reminder from what was presented in D2.3, the TREDISEC Framework is a multi-purpose
system that supports the life-cycle of the security primitives (e.g. creation, management, use, etc.)
allowing different types of users to benefit from their provided functionalities. The TREDISEC
Framework also supports the instantiation and use of a testing functionality that users can use for
testing and checking the correct operation of the security primitives.
Finally, although the version presented here is the final one, we are aware that, due to the current
open activities for implementing the TREDISEC Framework, creating the security primitives and
TREDISEC Recipes, it may be necessary to do minor adjustments and refinements to the architecture
of the framework. We think this is part of the normal life-cycle of design and development, especially
in a research project like this. Hence, we will describe all the updates and refinements (if any, of
course) done to the framework in the deliverables of WP6 and we will always have an updated
version of the architecture that reflects the implemented version of it. Additionally, all refinements are
always positive and it will allow us to better contribute to the business models of the project and
increase impact and usability of TREDISEC in the market.

3.1

Final Version of the TREDISEC Framework

As we described previously, the TREDISEC Framework allows users to create, manage and use
security primitives. In order to support all these actions we started analysing a minimum set of
components to be integrated in the framework. After several iterations, we identified some
components that were later increased with the addition of the ones of testing and deployment. These
components are necessary in order to have a correct evaluation of the security primitives and also to
be able to provide deployment information (or even scripts or running code if possible) for the
TREDISEC Recipes, which we think would largely benefit their use in the cloud systems. The initial
version of the TREDISEC Framework, which was presented in D2.3 keeps the same architecture and
is shown in Figure 4. As we can see, there exist four different roles that have different goals for using
the framework. We describe them later in the following sub-section.
The TREDISEC Framework, as shown in Figure 4, is composed of five different components that
provide all the required functionalities in order to fulfil all the requirements identified at the beginning
of the project by use case partners and an analysis of cloud systems we did and presented in D2.1.
These five components have specific goals and objectives and communicate among them in a very
close way. More specifically, the main goals and function of each component is as follows:


UI: the user interface is the front-end and one of the main elements of the TREDISEC
Framework. It offers to the user all the functionalities provided by the other different modules of
the framework, so they can have easy and fast access to them. Although we planned in having
just a graphical user interface we have been also exploring the possibility of having an API that
can be used also for accessing all the functions of the TREDISEC Framework. This API would
open new possibilities such as the direct integration into cloud security providers so they could
offer TREDISEC though their own systems or applications. Finally, the UI component is used by
all the TREDISEC Roles, as is the orchestrator of all the other ones.
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Security Primitive Component: this element is in charge of managing the security primitives.
Security primitives are solutions developed in TREDISEC that provide both security and functional
capabilities for cloud. They also provide testing and deployment information for their integration in
cloud systems. We describe them more in-depth in the previous sections. It provides methods for
creating, storing, managing, searching, etc. security primitives (provided to users through the UI
component). This component also has a repository where the security primitives will be parsed
and stored. Also, this component is closely linked to the TREDISEC Recipe Component as the
TREDISEC Recipes are composed of one or more security primitives.



TREDISEC Recipe Component: as mentioned before, this component is in charge of the creation,
management, provision, etc. of the TREDISEC Recipes. Its functionalities are provided to users
by means of the UI component so for the users the TREDISEC Recipe Component is transparent
for using. It is closely related not only to the Security Primitive Component (because of the reason
we explained previously) but also to the Testing Component and the Deployment Component.
The reason for that is that the TREDISEC Recipes are tested in specific testing cloud
environments (as described in the previous section) in order to check its correct functionality, and
they may be created with a running deployment component for being integrated in the target
cloud under development. This option may not exist for all TREDISEC Recipes because of how
different they are (at both function and integration level) but still we think it would provide a good
increase in the usability of the TREDISEC Framework to have this option.

Figure 4: TREDISEC Framework High-level Description



Testing Component: this component, as was presented in D2.3, has not gone through many
changes. It supports the validation process in a specific cloud environment that can be used by
users for testing the correct functionality of security primitive implementations and TREDISEC
Recipes. This component doesn’t provide several cloud systems but allow users to install a
“basic” or “template” cloud environment in their systems so they can test there their work. The
Testing Component will allow its update with different versions of cloud environments so can be
used in as many scenarios as possible. Therefore, the relation of this component with the
TREDISEC Framework is by means of a communication layer that allows the testing component
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to send the testing information to the framework for its storing and management. That way, by
integrating this communication, it is very simple for the security technology experts to send the
feedback and testing results of their work


Deployment Component: it is in charge of providing support for the deployment, build and
configuration of the TREDISEC Recipes in the target cloud system. Deployment information is
pre-configured by the security technology provider using the integration information of the security
primitive (or primitives) that compose the recipe. The deployment can be done in two different
ways: on the one hand by providing documented information, diagrams, instructions, etc. and, on
the second hand, by providing a running script or application that provides semi-automatic
integration in the target cloud system. For this second option, there is the possibility for also
running a deployment agent that could check the correct deployment and execution of the
TREDISEC Recipe and send feedback to the TREDISEC Framework.

3.1.1 Description of the TREDISEC Roles
The envisaged TREDISEC roles, as shown in Figure 4, are the ones that will use and interact with the
different elements of the TREDISEC Architecture (TREDISEC Framework and security primitives).
Since the last version we have updated their functionalities in the framework and how they interact
with it. Therefore, although the roles are the same as described in D2.3 their descriptions are updated
here. The changes and updates came from the discussions we had about how to use the TREDISEC
Framework and how they will use the security primitives (after working with technical partners
developing security primitives and development done in WP6). Finally, as we are focusing on the new
elements with respect to the previous version we describe more in-depth the new functionalities or
additions to the existing ones. More information about the existing descriptions of the roles can be
found in D2.3 although we tried to resume them in here too.
Additionally, and as was described for the TREDISEC Framework, as we are currently working in the
implementation of the framework and the support of the life-cycle of the security primitives, we believe
it may be necessary some minor updates and refinements in the descriptions as the project evolves
and more partners start using both the TREDISEC Framework and life-cycle. Therefore, we will
update accordingly, if necessary, the descriptions or add a new role if that facilitates and makes more
understandable the work with TREDISEC in any business context or use case.
Thus, the descriptions of the TREDISEC Roles, as shown in Figure 4, are:


TREDISEC Security Admin: this role is in charge of managing the TREDISEC Framework from an
administrative point of view. She is the responsible for checking the correct functionality and
availability of the framework, managing the security primitives and TREDISEC Recipes modules
(from an administrative point of view too) and verifying that the security primitives are correct and
ready to use by the TREDISEC End-users. Additionally, and in the context of an organisation
providing the TREDISEC Framework to its clients, this role would be in charge of checking that all
the TREDISEC Recipes provided by the company are available and work as intended, all the
information is correctly provided, receiving feedback from the end-users, etc.



TREDISEC End-user: this role defines the end user of TREDISEC from the point of view of
searching and using TREDISEC Recipes in her cloud system. Therefore, this role could be a
single user, an entity, organisation, company, etc. The different types of end-user can be seen in
the business models of TREDISEC, where they are explored and described. This role can use the
framework to search for TREDISEC Recipes to be used in her system, use the Deployment
Component in order to integrate them in her system and also check its correct installation and
functionality.



Security Expert Engineer: this role is able to create security primitive patterns (described in
Section 4.2) using the TREDISEC Framework. The Security Expert Engineer is also able to
modify and update her own solutions by managing them using the framework. The difference
between this role and the Security Technology Provider is that this one only focuses on
architectural views while the second focuses on the implementation and generation of TREDISEC
Recipes (along with all the required elements).
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Security Technology Provider: the Security Technology Provider is in charge of the creation and
management of Security Primitive Implementations and TREDISEC Recipes. Also, she uses the
Testing Component for checking the correct functionality of both artefacts and generates
deployment information for the TREDISEC Recipes. The implementation of the security primitive
is done using the information provided by the Security Expert Engineers in terms of what security
solution must be provided and the expected functionality. In this context, the security primitive
provides the security and performance concept to be provided, whereas the security solution
provides the specific implementation that fulfils it. Also, bear in mind that, as we already
described, one Security Primitive Pattern can have one or more Security Primitive
Implementations, either done by the same user or different ones.

Updates of the Functionality of the TREDISEC Framework

Here we present now the different actions that the roles can perform. These actions were first
described in the initial version of the TREDISEC Architecture and have been continuously refined due
to the work done in WP6 for the integration of the framework and the life-cycle of the security
primitives, which is the one supported by the TREDISEC Framework and, therefore, by the actions
described here. More information about the life-cycle of the security primitives can be found in the
next section (Section 4) and a high-level description of the different modes of functionality and the
roles involved in them can be found in Figure 5.
The updates done in this final version of the architecture compared with the initial one included a
refinement of the three modes of operation (development, provisioning and maintenance), more
specifically about requesting more information about the security primitives or TREDISEC Recipes
when created to the Security Expert Engineer and the Security Technology Provider. Also the
interaction of the TREDISEC End-user with the provisioning mode has been updated by allowing this
role to perform extra actions for the correct deployment of a TREDISEC Recipe in her cloud system.

Figure 5: High-level view of the operational modes of TREDISEC

The operational modes of TREDISEC, as explained before, are the same as the ones described in
D2.3: development mode, maintenance mode and provisioning mode although with enhanced or
updated functionalities. These modes are the different ways the roles can use the TREDISEC
Framework. The “starting mode”, from which all the others are performed is not taking into account in
this document as it is only waiting for a user to start working with it. Following, we describe briefly
each one and the refinements we did:


Development Mode: this mode is in charge of the design and development of the security
primitives, supporting its complete life cycle as described in Section 4.2. The roles that operate
with this mode are the security expert engineer and the security technology provider.
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Maintenance Mode: in this mode the security expert engineer and the security technology
provider can update, manage and refine the security primitives.



Provisioning Mode: the provisioning mode covers the phase of deployment of the TREDISEC
Recipes in the cloud system of the TREDISEC End-user. As was commented before, the
deployment can be either manual by using the information provided by the security technology
provider (documentation, diagrams, etc.) or semi-automatic using running scripts or code.

3.2.1

Development Mode

As mentioned before, this mode covers the development of security primitives supporting its life cycle
(described in Section 4.2). The description of the creation of the different components is the same as
presented in D2.3 but it now requires extra information due to the updates we did in the different
artefacts of the security primitives (security primitive pattern, security primitive implementation and
TREDISEC Recipe). Therefore, the Security Expert Engineer and the Security Technology Provider
must complete more descriptive information in their related artefacts such as the list of security
primitives used in the TREDISEC Recipe, the security and functional properties provided by the
artefact, applicability, etc. All this information is inherited by each following artefact and completed
with implementation-specific details. Also, the deployment of the TREDISEC Recipe now is wider and
allows different strategies for it. Currently, the deployment of the recipe can be done in two different
ways: manual and semi-automatic. For the manual one the security technology provider, when
creating the TREDISEC Recipe, provides documentation and information such as instructions,
diagrams, figures, videos, etc. Regarding the semi-automatic option, the security technology provider
can develop and make available computer-oriented options for the deployment of the recipe in the
target cloud system. This component could be, for example, a deployment installation script using the
1
language puppet or similar (such as Ansible and Chef) , etc. The diversity of options aims to cover the
different types of security primitives that are developed in the project and the level of integration they
require. For example, some of them can be used as an API while others could need a coding
integration into the cloud system under development. Example of the different types of security
primitives we have in the project can be found in Section 4.

3.2.2

Maintenance Mode

This mode covers the upkeep/management of the security primitives in all its phases. This mode has
not changed since the last version presented in D2.3 and has only been refined with an additional
process in which the security technology provider adds extra information to the TREDISEC Recipe,
allowing also the modification or addition of new deployment information or option. It could also exist
the possibility that the different roles using the security primitives provide feedback about any of the
different artefacts, which would be used by the creator of each artefact for updating and refining it. For
example, if the process of deployment or the functionality provided by a TREDISEC Recipe does not
cover the expected necessities or does not work users could send this information through the
TREDISEC Framework and it would be available to the owner or collaborators of that artefact.

3.2.3

Provisioning Mode

The provisioning mode covers the deployment of a TREDISEC Recipe in a target cloud system. As
we described previously, this process is done by the TREDISEC End-user, who could be an individual
user or an organisation. The main idea behind this process is that someone (or something) needs to
enhance her cloud system with security and functional capabilities and for that search in the
TREDISEC Framework for the most suitable solution, which comes in the way of a TREDISEC
Recipe. The following process for deployment (semi-automatic) is shown in Figure 6.

1

The TREDISEC Framework will not provide these tools but will support their scripts for the creation
of TREDISEC Recipes
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Figure 6: High-level diagram of Provisioning Mode – Semi-automatic Mode

Once the TREDISEC Recipe is selected the TREDISEC Framework shows the different deployment
options for that recipe: manual or semi-automatic. For the manual deployment the TREDISEC Recipe
is downloaded and contains all the required documentation for its integration (diagrams, instructions
of how to use/integrate the hardware/software of the recipe, etc.). Regarding the semi-automatic
deployment, it is the one shown in Figure 6. In this process the TREDISEC Recipe contains software
that allows for a faster and controlled integration (e.g. scripts, puppet app, etc.). Once build and
integrated it also runs a deployment manager agent that checks the correct deployment of the
TREDISEC Recipe in the system, taking advantage of the computer-oriented installation process.
This process would also allow compiling some information about the correct execution of the
TREDISEC Recipe (is integrated security primitives), so it opens many possibilities for interaction
between the target cloud system and the TREDISEC Framework.
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4 Architecture and Life-cycle of the Security Primitives
This section describes the concept of security primitives and its complete life cycle. As we described
previously, we went through some iteration to find the best approach for describing the solutions to be
developed in the project and which integrate both security and functional capability for cloud systems.
Our concept idea of security primitives was first presented in the initial version of the TREDISEC
Architecture in D2.3 and we updated it using as feedback the work done in WP6 (integration of the
TREDISEC Framework and security primitives concept). Finally, we have a more mature state of the
security primitive and an updated and extended version of the life cycle, which covers some new
mechanics we discovered through working with the different versions.
In what follows we present the final version of the definition of the architecture of the security
primitives, its life cycle and support from the TREDISEC Framework (which has been previously
described), and an updated list of the security primitives developed in the project and state.
Finally, and as was presented in the previous section, although this is a final version we are aware we
will receive feedback as the TREDISEC Framework and security primitives are implemented and
used. Also, we will receive feedback and comments not only from the technical partners developing
the security primitives but also from the use case partners. Therefore, it may be necessary to have
minor updates and refinement of both the architecture and the life cycle. This small updates will be
compiled and presented in the work of WP6 and, from our point of view, will be a very positive value
for the security primitives as the more feedback and use we have of them the more refined and
complete they will be both for the TREDISEC project and for future use in other areas as a state-ofthe-art component.

4.1

Architecture of the Security Primitives

Following the initial version of the architecture of the security primitives described in D2.3, and as
described previously, we had several cycles of refinement in order to better fulfil the necessities and
requirements we found since the design of the initial version of the architecture. The main changes
we did in the architecture were to provide more information about the security and functional
capabilities of the security properties both from integration, testing and deployment point of view.
Also, we increased our work in the TREDISEC Recipes as is the most important aspect of the security
primitives because of its use in the target cloud systems. We found it was very important to cover the
part of deployment and define different alternatives for its use as the security primitives we analysed
presented different levels of complexity for integration, which made very difficult the finding of a
common strategy. Additionally, we had to design a way for defining the interrelation between the
different security primitives when more than one is used in a TREDISEC Recipe. This new element
was very useful in order to fulfil the objectives and requirements identified at the beginning of the
project.
The main architecture of the security primitives is shown in Figure 7. As we commented previously,
we used as a basis the concept of security pattern and evolved from there to cover all our necessities.
The security primitives spam in three different artefacts, which depend and evolve from the previous
one and ranging from more abstract to more specific. The different artefacts of the security primitive
concept are:


Security primitive pattern: it is the more abstract definition for a security primitive. It mainly is used
for describing the security and functional capabilities (domain-specific descriptions such as
resource isolation) that it provides and is described from a high-level point of view. It also contains
information about the main objectives it covers, its applicability, security and functional properties
it provides (high-level descriptions such as confidentiality) and other information such as possible
threats or vulnerabilities that are prevented by using the security primitive. This characteristic
made the finding of a common strategy very difficult. Finally, it describes its name and an
identifier which later will be very useful for its reference inside the TREDISEC Framework. Finally,
it may provide high-level interfaces and message sequence diagrams in order to describe better
its functionality. This is later expanded and updated with more specific information in the security
primitive implementation.
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Security primitive implementation: it is an instantiation of one security primitive pattern. Therefore,
we support that for one security primitive we could have one or more security primitive
implementations, which implement the security primitive in different ways (e.g. different language,
different strategies, etc.). This component extends the description of the security primitive pattern
by providing implementation-specific information of the different fields that were described
previously and which are derived from the security primitive pattern it implements: security and
functional capabilities, main objectives, applicability, and known threats that could target it or
vulnerabilities due to the implementation strategy followed. Additionally, it could also contain other
implementation-specific information such as known incompatibilities with other security primitives
or cloud systems, performance information, and testing information for checking its correct work
(which is very useful for testing and validating TREDISEC Recipes). Finally, and as we described
before, this artefact provides refined and updated diagrams of use by using the specific
implementation of the security primitive.



TREDISEC Recipes: this last artefact is the one used by TREDISEC end-users in their target
cloud system. The TREDISEC Recipe is an integration of one or more security primitive
implementation artefacts in order to provide a specific or a set of specific security and functional
capabilities. Additionally, a critical element this artefact provides is the deployment information for
a cloud system. It contains information about how the TREDISEC Recipe is integrated in the
cloud system and, if possible, could contain a small element for providing a semi-automatic
deployment. We have to highlight here that, due to the different nature of the security primitives
(e.g. the required application level for the integration, etc). It will be possible only for some of them
to provide this semi-automatic element. For the ones which cannot provide this element it will
contain descriptive or coding information about the process to follow to correctly integrate it in the
cloud system. Additionally, it will compile all the information provided by each security primitive
implementation that is part of it (e.g. performance information, security and functional properties
provided, etc.). Finally, it will contain specific information about the applicability of the TREDISEC
Recipe, the target cloud, testing and validation information and information about its use in the
system. This last one will be provided by means of different documents, figures, diagrams, etc.

Figure 7: Security Primitives Concept
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Following we present the updated and refined version of the life-cycle for the creation of the security
primitive through all the different artefacts presented here. The process is run by the roles we
presented in the previous section.

4.2

Life-cycle of the Security Primitives

The life-cycle of the security primitives was initially designed and explained in D2.3. Similar to the
architecture of the security primitives we have gone through several iterations due to the work done in
WP6 (Development, delivery and evaluation of the TREDISEC Framework) and have obtained a more
refined and complete life cycle. This process will be followed in the project by the technical partners
that are developing security primitives.
The main updates we have done with respect to the initial version have been a refinement of the
steps of the life cycle due to the new elements of the different artefacts. Specifically, the last phase of
the TREDISEC Recipe. The users of each phase now have to provide more information about the
deployment, testing, information of the integration between the security primitives used, etc.
The process is supported by only two of the roles described in Section 3.1.1: the Security Expert
Engineer and the Security Technology Provider. Figure X shows the final life-cycle process of the
security primitives.

Figure 8: Life-cycle of the Security Primitives

This process depends mainly on the tools and functionalities provided by TREDISEC and the
expertise and knowledge of security and functionalities of cloud systems. The different phases, as
shown in Figure 8 are:


Creation of Security Primitive Pattern: the security expert engineer, using her security and
functional cloud knowledge and expertise defines a security primitive. The TREDISEC Framework
provides the tools for its creation, allowing her to download and complete the required information
for being stored and managed in the framework. Once this information is completed she stores
the security primitive pattern in the framework.



Creation of Security Primitive Implementation: the security technology provider is the one in
charge of this activity. She is able to search and select a security primitive pattern from the
TREDISEC Framework in order to provide her specific implementation. She completes the
development and, using the framework, provides all additional information that will be stored in
there together with her implementation. All this information and data is provided and managed as
a single entity in the TREDISEC Repository of security primitives. The data of the security
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primitive pattern is also updated in order to show the new implementation for the rest of the users.
The security technology provider could also manage her implementation, for example by refining
the implementation or providing extra information. The TREDISEC Framework will then update
the information in the database so the changes are made available as soon as possible for the
rest of the users.


Creation of TREDISEC Recipe: the security technology provider, using the TREDISEC
Framework, is able to create a TREDISEC Recipe by integrating one or more security primitives
into a single artefact that will be used by a TREDISEC end-user in her cloud system. When the
integration is completed she uses the TREDISEC Testing Environment in order to test the correct
functionality of the recipe and also in order to add the deployment information. This information
could be either used for creating a running application that provides semi-automatic deployment
in the system-under-development or information provided in documentation, figures, diagrams,
instructions, etc. Once completed the security technology provider stores the TREDISEC Recipe
in the TREDISEC Framework so it can be processed and used by other users.

Therefore, this process covers all the implementation phases and in each step a new security artefact
knowledge is generated. By using the TREDISEC Framework, users are able also to analyse different
implementations, recipes, etc. in order to benefit from them. That way, a better integration between
security primitives can be reached, which results in a better output of TREDISEC Recipes.
Additionally, the security technology provider generates and provides testing information for the
TREDISEC Recipe not only as validation reports but also testing code that can be used when
integrated in a cloud system in order to check its correct use and functionality.

4.3

Final List of Security Primitives Developed in TREDISEC

In the initial version of the TREDISEC Architecture (D2.3) we provided a list of all the security
primitives under design/development. Following we present a table with the updated information of
their state and, next, we describe all the security primitives that had had updates in their functionality,
interfaces or design.
Security
Primitive
Pattern

Security
Primitive
Implementation

Type
Object

Secure
deduplication

Perfect dedup

Processing
verifiability

Interfaces

Cloud
Dependencies

Deployment

Algorithm

N/A

Storage,
deduplication
on blocks

SaaS

Verifiable
polynomial
evaluation

Algorithm,
python
library

API

Storage and
computation
service

SaaS

Verifiable matrix
multiplication

Algorithm,
python
library

API

Storage and
computation
service

SaaS

Privacy
preserving
word search

MUSE

Algorithm,
python
library

API

Storage and
computation
service

SaaS

Data
provisioning
& optimized
encryption

Secure
migration
service

SW/JAR

Service/API

IaaS database
storage,
application
service

SaaS

Data
confidentiality

Multi-tenancy
enabled
encrypted

SW/JAR

Service/API

IaaS database
storage,
application

SaaS,
Application

data

of
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database
Storage
integrity/PoR

Data
confidentiality
& dedup

Proofs
retrievability

service
of

SW/JAR

Service/API

IaaS storage,
third
party
service

Application,
SaaS (tenant)
SaaS
(cloud
provider)

Advanced
encryption
resilient to key
leakage

Algorithm lib

API

IaaS storage

Application

Secure
deduplication

SW/JAR

Service/API/CLI

IaaS storage

Application,
SaaS

Processing
verifiability

Verifiable
matching
biometric
templates

Binary

Service/API

Application
server

SaaS,
Application

Privacypreserving
data
processing

Biometric
features
extraction in the
encrypted
domain

Design

Service/API

IaaS database
storage,
application
server

SaaS,
Application

Attack
surface
reduction

Software
hardening

SW

CLI

Compatible
host OS

PaaS, IaaS

Fuzz testing

Vulnerability
discovery

SW

CLI

-

External

Proof
of
Ownership

IBM’s PoW

Protocol/SW

Service/API

IaaS database
storage

SaaS
(server
side),
Application
(client side)

Key
management

Key
management
for
secure
deduplication

Protocol/SW

Service/API

IaaS database
storage

Security
services

Container
privacy and
isolation

Container
isolation
component

SW

Service/API/CLI

Host OS

IaaS

Remote
attestation

TPM
based
remote
attestation

SW

Service/API

Application
server

Application,
SaaS

Secure
enforcement
of policies

Access control
for
multitenancy

SW

Service/CLI/API

HTTP server,
third-party
service (SaaS)

Tenant,
SaaS/Service,
IaaS/Storage

Secure deletion

SW

API

Storage

Client/Proxy

Logical
partitioning
hypervisor

Hardwaredesign/SW

API

Intel SCC or
similar
with
adaptations

Hypervisor

Resource
isolation

of
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Following, we provide the updated list of security primitives as mentioned in the previous table.

4.3.1

Storage Integrity

4.3.1.1 Storage Integrity with Proofs of Retrievability
Description and Functionality
Proofs of Retrievability (PoR) are cryptographic proofs that enable a cloud provider to prove that the
tenant can retrieve his file in its entirety. A tenant can ask the cloud provider to provide such proofs of
a requested file without the need to download the file. For some PoR schemes, the tenant can also
delegate the verification task to an auditor.
The aim of providing the PoR primitive in the TREDISEC architecture is to provide strong assurance
of storage integrity to the tenants. The PoR protocol usually involves computation both on the tenant
side, for PoR setup and verification, and on the cloud provider side, for proofs generation. In the case
where an auditor is involved, the auditor will setup with the tenant and the cloud provider and later on
perform the verification on behalf of the tenant. The protocol includes the following processes:


Setup: the tenant pre-generates some metadata locally and uploads the processed file to the
cloud storage. The auditor communicates with the tenant to acquire or generate the metadata
necessary for his verification procedure.



Challenge: the tenant or the auditor generates some random challenges and queries the cloud
provider for a certain file.



Prove: the cloud provider generates the proofs according to the challenge and file stored.



Verification: the tenant or the auditor verifies the proofs combined with the locally stored
metadata. If the verification is successful, the tenant is assured that the file can be retrieved in its
entirety.

The deployment model of PoR with the auditor is done on three sides:


Tenant side: tenants need a client module to process their files during the upload session, and
also to handle PoR challenge-verification process. The module also communicates with the
auditor to set up a PoR delegation contract.



Auditor side: this module interacts with the cloud provider for PoR verification.



Cloud side: this module handles the challenge requests from the tenants or the auditors and
computes the PoR proofs.

Activity and Component Diagram
Figure 9 below shows the component diagram of the TREDISEC Proofs of Retrievability primitive with
third party auditor. The tenant requires a PoR Client component to pre-process the file to upload. The
cloud provider in turn provides a PoR Prover component to generate Proofs of Retrievability of the
storage. In addition, the auditor contains the component to setup the PoR delegation.
Figure 10 shows the activity diagram of the setup process of PoR. Figure 11 shows the activity
diagram of the proof and verification process of PoR.
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Figure 9: Component diagram of TREDISEC PoR primitive

Figure 10: Activity diagram of TREDISEC PoR primitive setup process
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Figure 11: Activity diagram of TREDISEC PoR primitive prove and verify process

Interfaces
Two main interfaces are shown in Figure 9:


Setup API (Auditor): the auditor provides this API to setup a scheduled PoR verification routine
with the tenant for a specific file.



Prove API (Cloud Provider): this is exposed by the cloud storage server module to provide PoR
proofs on demand of the tenant or auditor.

Limitations and Conflicts
Protocol of PoR requires the cloud storage to keep authentication tags for each user. Since user
generates these tags based on his own credentials they are unique across different users and cannot
be de-duplicated. These tags are specific for this security primitive implementation and are used only
internally.

4.3.2

Processing Verifiability

4.3.2.1 Verifiable computation
Description and Functionality
Verifiable Computing frameworks (VC) are cryptographic tools that enable a cloud provider to prove to
a tenant that the computation the cloud performed is correct. A tenant supplies some inputs to the
cloud, then receives from the latter the output of the computation. In addition, the tenant is convinced,
thanks to VC techniques, that the output is indeed the correct result of the expected computation.
The role of the VC primitive in the TREDISEC architecture is to enhance the confidence of the tenants
when they delegate some computations. TREDISEC’s verifiable computation primitive involves 4
actors:
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Cloud Provider is in charge of computing a function 𝑓 given some inputs, and generating the
corresponding integrity proof.



Tenant A, the Data Owner, uploads the function and the required key material to the Cloud
Provider, and possibly to other tenants.



Tenant B, the Requester, generates the query including the input to the function, and possibly
some keying material, and sends it to the cloud.



Tenant C, the Verifier, receives the result of the computation from the Cloud Provider and verifies
its correctness.

Tenants A, B, or C might be the same entity.
Activity and Component Diagram
Figure 12 below shows the component diagram of the TREDISEC’s Verifiable Computation primitive.

Figure 12: Component diagram of TREDISEC VC primitive

A verifiable computation primitive consists of four components:


Setup and upload: This component is hosted by the Data Owner. This component defines and
prepares the function to be outsourced and generates the corresponding keying material. Once
these setup operations are finished, this component uploads the function and parts of the keying
material to the Cloud.



ProbGen: This component is implemented by the Querier. It prepares the inputs to the function
and sends them to the Cloud, and generates a verification key that later will be used by the
verifier.
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Compute: This is the Cloud’s component, and as the name implies, it computes the output of the
function using the inputs provided by the Querier and produces a cryptographic proof that the
verifier will use to assess the correctness of the cloud’s computation.



Verify: This is the Verifier’s component and it is in charge of checking whether the output provided
by the cloud provider corresponds to a correct evaluation of the outsourced function given the
Querier’s inputs.

Figure 13 shows the activity diagram of the VC process.

Figure 13: Activity diagram of TREDISEC VC primitive

Interfaces
The main interfaces, as shown in the figure are:


Setup API (Data Owner): the data owner provides this API to setup a VC functionality for a
particular function.



Query API (Requester): the requester computes a query for some inputs.
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Compute and Prove API (Cloud Provider): the cloud receives the query and computes the result
and the proof.



Verify API (Verifier): the verifier checks the proof received from the cloud.

Limitations and Conflicts
None

4.3.3

Resource Isolation

4.3.3.1 Vulnerability Discovery
Description and Functionality
Finding vulnerabilities in the software component(s) that implement resource isolation through access
control of a shared resource is vital: any vulnerability in such a component has the potential to
compromise resource isolation and result in either leakage or manipulation of sensitive data.
Fuzz testing is one of the bread-and-butter approaches when it comes to vulnerability discovery.
Since the fact that the software stack leveraged by multi-tenant solutions is typically distributed and
implemented at a low level, our fuzz testing framework has to deal with challenges not encountered at
the application layer.
The TREDISEC framework’s fuzz testing platform is designed to be able to handle software down to
the operating system layer, such as is required for effective testing of file systems. In addition to that
the software under test (SUT) can be distributed across multiple nodes and synchronize. Further, the
testing platform is able to capture the distributed state of the SUT.
Activity and Component Diagram
Figure 14 shows the components of the fuzz testing platform. It consists of a number of test nodes,
which run a copy of the SUT as well as the test. The test nodes are being orchestrated and driven as
needed by the test manager. The test manager keeps track of the state a node is in and can revert
test nodes to certain states as needed. It applies mutation on the test input based on the test strategy
used by the mutation engine.

Figure 14: Fuzz testing platform

Interfaces
Figure 15 shows the main activities implemented by the fuzz testing platform. For the initial setup, the
test strategy and the test cases have to be uploaded and registered with the test manager. Also the
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test node needs to be prepared: the SUT needs to be uploaded to the node and connected to the test
client, such that inputs can be intercepted and feedback on the test collected.
After the setup is completed, testing can actually commence: when starting a test run, the test
manager will spawn the test nodes, which in turn run the SUT. When the SUT terminates, the test
node will report back the test results to the test manager, where they are collected and processed.

Figure 15: Fuzz testing activities

The interface between the test client and the SUT is highly dependent on the SUT itself. The test
client will take the original input to the SUT and forward it to the test manager, which responds with a
mutated version of the input the test client then feeds to the SUT.
The test nodes feature a control interface to communicate with the test manager mutation engine,
such that mutation engine plug-ins can implement different testing strategies. While being flexible to
cater for different testing strategies, the main information conveyed across this interface is the original
input to the SUT and the feedback information from the test node. This feedback includes information
such as code coverage and error conditions.
Limitations and Conflicts
Fuzz testing is of limited use, in cases where the SUT processes encrypted data and this encrypted
data is used as test input. Since the core logic of the SUT typically operates on the plain text data,
mutation of the ciphertext is prone to only test the decryption component of the SUT.

4.3.3.2 Kernel Attack Surface Reduction
Description and Functionality
In PaaS and IaaS cloud services, hypervisors and kernels often play a central security role: they
mediate access control, and guarantee resource isolation, between different tenants. Unfortunately,
hypervisors and OS kernels frequently suffer from high severity vulnerabilities which can lead to
malicious tenants accessing another tenant's resources.
To improve resource isolation in scenarios where the OS ensures it, we introduce ktrim. The ktrim tool
leverages the fact that each application makes use of distinct kernel functionality; hence one can
scope the use of kernel functionality per application. It reduces the per-application attack surface by
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instrumenting the kernel and preventing access to a set of functions, with only small performance
penalties.
Components and Activities Diagram
The ktrim tool consists of a single kernel module.
It works in four different phases (Figure 16):

Figure 16: Ktrim phases

1. Pre-learning phase. The goal of phase 1 is to prepare an enforcement phase (and incidentally,
learning phase) with low performance overhead. ktrim sets up tracing for all kernel functions that can
be traced.
2. Learning phase. In phase 2, a workload is run and traces are collected to learn which kernel
functions are necessary for the operation of a target program
3. Analysis phase. In phase 3, each analysis set is expanded to reduce false positives during
enforcement.
4. Enforcement phase. Finally, ktrim enforces in phase 4 that each process (defined by its security
context) makes calls within the set of functions that are not in the corresponding enforcement set.
Interfaces
Because this approach simply requires loading a kernel module and is completely transparent to user
mode programs, i.e. it does not require recompilation or binary rewriting, the approach is easy to
deploy in practice. On the kernel side, ktrim uses standard kernel APIs.
Performance overhead is kept low by avoiding to instrument frequently called kernel functions.
Limitations and Conflicts
The limitations of ktrim are that of any learning-based approach: false positives, whereby a kernel
function has been incorrectly learned as unnecessary, can happen. However, false positives can be
reduced by grouping functions that are likely to be called under similar conditions, at the cost of lower
attack surface reduction.

4.3.3.3 Logical Partitioning Hypervisor
Description and Functionality
Motivated by the scalability benefits of simple cores, the option of relying on hardware virtualization
extensions can be discarded. Without virtualization extensions, logical partitions can be facilitated by
a simple address-space isolation mechanism, implemented in the Network-on-Chip of the many-core
processor. This simple hardware enhancement does not affect the processor core's complexity and
therefore supports many-core processor scalability. The Intel SCC many-core architecture can be
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used as a case study. With the proposed hardware changes in place, a simple, disengaged
hypervisor for many-core processors is designed and integrated into an IaaS cloud. The prototype
hypervisor has an implementation size of only 3.4K LOC that is comparable to the smallest
hypervisors available today. Furthermore, our solution allows bare-metal execution of VMs, hence
eliminating virtualization overhead.
Activity and Component Diagram
In the component diagram showed in Figure 17 we see the different components and their required
resources. In particular the customers need a copy of the public key of the cryptographic module to
correctly encrypt the VMs before uploading them to the cloud storage. The CNI regulates access to
the Cloud Resources. The Hypervisor controls the cores and the look-up tables (LUTs). Finally, the
Crypto Module manages the cloud's private key and allows VM image decryption through the CM API.

Figure 17: Component Diagram of Logical Hypervisor

In the activity diagram presented in Figure 18 we can see the activity of a user uploading an
encrypted VM to the cloud storage and then an activity, where the user requests VM execution and
the CNI, hypervisor and cryptographic module collaborate to provide efficient and securely isolated
VM execution.
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Figure 18: Activity Diagram of Uploading a VM and Requesting VM Execution

The logical hypervisor requires special many-core hardware (e.g. the Intel SCC). However, our work
also proposes some minor hardware modifications, that have not been implemented yet to the best of
our knowledge. Therefore, this is not easy to implement for the cloud provider.
From the software side, it would also require a change as a new hypervisor is used, that is smaller
and allows the usage of the special technologies.
So overall, this requires special hardware (that might not be available yet), cannot be implemented
simply and would most likely not work as an external module.
Interfaces
The Compute Node Interface (CNI) is provided to the customer and allows the customer to request
VM executions. This service fetches VMs over the network to run them on the computing node. The
Hypervisor provides an interface for the CNI that lets the CNI submit VM launch requests. The
hypervisor will reserve memory regions and cores accordingly. Finally the cryptographic module
provides an interface to allow decryption of encrypted VMs that have been uploaded by users. The
hypervisor uses this interface to decrypt the VMs just before execution.
Limitations and Conflicts
This system relies on the given hardware specifications. However, they are not too complex and can
be realistically achieved.

4.3.4

Data Confidentiality and Deduplication

4.3.4.1 Advanced Encryption Resilient to Key Leakage
Description and Functionality
This advanced encryption primitive leverages multiple cloud storages and guarantees no leakage of
the tenant data even if the attacker compromises the encryption keys and a large portion of the
tenants’ data. It addresses the problem that even if the cloud provider only stores client-side
encrypted data, there is still a risk that the encryption key is compromised due to weak password or
system vulnerabilities.
The adoption of the advanced encryption primitive in TREDISEC architecture reinforces data
confidentiality against strong adversaries who are able to compromise the tenant encryption key and
a big portion of cloud storage systems. The primitive will be deployed on the tenant side for client-side
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encryption/decryption. The file will be encrypted to multiple fragments and dispatched to be stored on
multiple cloud storage servers.
Activity and Component Diagram
Figure 19 and Figure 20 shows the component diagram and the activity diagram of the advanced
encryption primitive. On the cloud provider side, no additional component except for the key-value
store is required. The scheme requires client-side encryption and therefore a component of
“Encryption Primitive” will reside on the client side which is also responsible to dispatch the encrypted
file fragments to multiple storage servers.

Figure 19: Component diagram of TREDISEC advanced encryption primitive

Figure 20: Activity diagram of TREDISEC advanced encryption primitive

Interfaces
The cloud storage server module is not required to provide any special interfaces other than the usual
storage API for their key-value store of the file objects.
Limitations and Conflicts
We assume that multiple storage servers will be compromised at the same time by the attacker;
otherwise the security guarantee falls back to the secure key management on the client side.

4.3.4.2 Secure De-duplication over Encrypted Data
Description and Functionality
Secure deduplication over encrypted data refers to a storage efficiency solution that aims to save
storage resources on duplicated data across multiple tenant users even when the data is encrypted.
This primitive utilizes a trusted proxy to assist different tenants to acquire their encryption keys. The
proxy makes sure that the tenants’ encryption keys will be the same if their data to upload is so, and it
is guaranteed that the he cannot learn anything about the users’ data.
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The aim of TREDISEC secure deduplication mechanism is to allow the cloud providers to apply the
storage efficiency solutions on their encrypted data storage service, and also to decrease the storage
cost for the tenants. The tenants will encrypt the file and manage the keys locally, while the proxy
manages the de-duplicated file ownership information. Finally the Proof of Ownership (PoW)
components on both sides ensures the ownership claim of the tenant data.
Activity and Component Diagram
Figure 21 and Figure 22 shows the component and activity diagram of TREDISEC secure
deduplication primitive. The tenants contain a “Storage Application” component that communicates
with the proxy to retrieve the encryption key and provide ownership of their uploaded files. The proxy
provides server-aided key generation service in the “Dedup Manager” component. In addition, it also
manages the file ownership information for the tenants and provides proofs to the tenants to verify the
deduplication pattern.

Figure 21: Component diagram of TREDISEC secure deduplication primitive
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Figure 22: Activity diagram of TREDISEC secure deduplication primitive

Interfaces
The deduplication manager component on the proxy provides the storage API to upload and
download the file. The download API is the same as the key-value store. The upload API involves
additional operations such as key generation and ownership verification.
Limitations and Conflicts
The proxy cannot collude with the cloud provider.

4.3.5

Secure Enforcement of Policies

4.3.5.1 Access Control Mechanism for Multi-tenancy
Description and Functionality
The multi-tenancy concept refers to the ability of a system to serve multiple administrative entities
(called tenants with a high degree of resource sharing among tenants e.g. share CPU time, disk
space, etc.). Ideally a multi-tenant cloud storage system serves requests of multiple customers
(tenants) in such a way that computing and storage resources are shared among such customers and
this sharing of resources does not weaken system security.
The aim of the TREDISEC Access Control mechanism is to provide an enforcement component for
distributed attribute-based access control (ABAC) policies that enables to ensure that authorized
users always get access to the selected resource whilst the access is refused to malicious parties:
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Access Control on Tenant side: with respect to this the Tenant controls their users' access and
actions on Tenant’s resources. Additionally other aspects such as environment and contextual
constraints (such as temporal, environmental, physical geo-location of requests and/or resources,
etc.) can be checked.



Access Control on Cloud side: in case the tenant’s user is trying to access the resource from
outside the tenant, the access request is sent to the Access Control Module to be evaluated.

Activity and Component Diagram
Figure 23 shows the different components of the access control mechanism. Here we can see two
different components: the access control module and the module of the cloud provider, which
contains the resources to be accessed. The access control is end-to-end so it has a part in the
tenants’ module and another one in the access control module in the cloud. The access control
module contains a list of policies in the XACML (eXtensible Access Control Markup Language)
repository, which are used for enforcing the access and requests of the users to the data stored in the
cloud. XACML is a standard that defines a declarative access control policy language implemented in
XML and a processing model describing how to evaluate access requests according to the rules
defined in policies. That way, in this model the access to the data is checked at tenant’s side (when
the user is trying to access the resource from the tenant) and in the cloud for those users trying to
access the resource from outside the tenant, allowing a more secure and private access to the data.

Figure 23: Component Diagram of the TREDISEC access control mechanism

Figure 24 describes the sequence diagram of the access control model presented before. There, as
we showed before, the first part of the request is done at the tenant side and, if valid, will be sent to
the cloud, where the second part of the validation and verification is done. If this second validation is
also ok then the request can access the data stored in the cloud.
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Figure 24: Activity diagram of the TREDISEC access control mechanism

Interfaces
Two main interfaces are devised in the access control model as is shown in Figure 23: the ACM API
and the CACM API:


ACM API: this is exposed by the access control module in order to carry out policies evaluation
operations.



CACM API: this is exposed by the access control module provided by the Cloud Provider, and it
will be used and invoked from the Tenant side in order to specify and manage the policies that
apply to the resources.

Limitations and Conflicts
No limitation or conflict detected.

4.3.6

Secure Deletion in the cloud

4.3.6.1 Secure Deletion
Description and Functionality
Secure Deletion aims at deleting data in an unrecoverable manner, so that it cannot be recovered
even if all the user's secrets are available. Such a scenario can either arise through malicious
compromise or legal actions, such as subpoenas. In this work we want to ensure that data can be
securely deleted from the cloud storage in a way that does not require the user to trust the cloud
provider. The cloud provider is just trusted to store the data. In order to reduce the problem of
deletion, encryption can be used. Thereby, securely deleting content boils down to securely deleting
the encryption key. As a side effect the confidentiality of the data on the cloud is automatically
preserved. Key management therefore becomes a central element of the solution. Previous work
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often wraps keys and uses intermediate keys in order to reduce the number of keys that have to be
securely deleted.
As the user requests secure data deletion the appropriate keys have to be securely deleted. This has
to trigger a key update, which was to be propagated accordingly in order to ensure both secure
deletion and data availability.
Activity and Component Diagram
The picture below shows the component diagram of the TREDISEC secure deletion mechanism.
Each tenant has access to a securely deleting medium that stores its private key. Through the API of
the medium the tenants can update their keys. Additionally, the Cloud Storage is provided by the
Cloud Provider through an API that allows the tenants to upload and download their encrypted data.

Figure 25: Component Diagram of the TREDISEC secure deletion mechanism

The figure below shows the activity diagram of the TREDISEC secure deletion mechanism. It shows
two different activities: Reading a file and deleting a file. When a file is read, the master key is
retrieved from the securely deleting medium. The master key is used to unwrap intermediate keys,
that were fetched from the cloud storage. Using these keys the file can be decrypted after it has been
retrieved from the cloud.
When a file is deleted, a new master key has to be generated. Accordingly, some intermediate keys
have to be rewrapped. The new master key is used to securely overwrite the old master key on the
securely deleting medium. Finally, the rewrapped intermediate keys are uploaded to the cloud and the
file is marked as deleted on the cloud storage to free up the resources.
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Figure 26: Activity diagram of the TREDISEC secure deletion mechanism

Interfaces
The system mainly uses two interfaces. These are the two interfaces to the two storage media: the
small, potentially slow securely deleting medium and the big cloud storage medium. Through the first
interface the tenant can read and securely overwrite the master key. Through the second interface the
tenant can up- and download data including file content and wrapped encryption keys.
Limitations and Conflicts
As mentioned above, the secure deletion solution requires encryption and possibly key wrapping. This
might introduce additional latency for cloud operations. In order to reduce this latency certain data or
keys can be cached on the client-side. However, this leads to a delay in the secure deletion operation,
as data is only securely deleted after everything is committed.

4.3.7

Multi-tenancy Enabled Encrypted Database

Description and Functionality
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If data is deployed on a server in an untrusted environment (e.g. the cloud), the data owner might be
afraid of honest-but-curious database administrators or other personnel or external attackers who
have access to the server. As they have access, they can snoop on all stored data. All of these
attacks can be prevented by encrypting sensitive data: if attackers access the database without
knowing the encryption key, they are not able to decrypt and read the data.
Processing encrypted data in the cloud without revealing the decryption key to the processing party
protects the confidentiality of data, maintains the functionality and utilizes the advantages of cloud
computing. Our processing mechanism uses adjustable query-based encryption: The data is
encrypted in so called onion encryption layers where the weakest encryption schemes are the
innermost layers, which are then encrypted with other encryption schemes. Thereby, not all possible
encryption schemes are revealed a priori but only if the query execution requires an onion adjustment
to a specific encryption scheme. Details can be found in the CryptDB paper [1].
The aim of TREDISEC is a mechanism that allows this advanced query processing of encrypted data
for multiple tenants. This means that the system serves multiple administrative entities (called
tenants) in parallel while resources are shared. Three application-level multi-tenancy approaches can
be distinguished:


Separate Databases



Shared Database, Separate Schemas



Shared Database, Shared Schema.

These approaches lead to different advantages and disadvantages, but all are possible in our module.
It is of utmost importance that the sensitive data of the individual tenants are protected from each
other. Furthermore, every tenant should have the impression to be the only entity that uses the
system.
Activity and Component Diagram

Figure 27: Component Diagram of the Multi-tenant Encrypted Query Processing
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Figure 28: Activity diagram of the Multi-tenant Encrypted Query Processing

Interfaces
MTEQ API: This is exposed by the cloud service that realizes the Multi-Tenant Encrypted Data
Processing. Requests are plaintext SQL and the responses contain plaintext data.
Limitations and Conflicts
None known

4.3.8

Data Provisioning and Optimized Encryption - Secure Data Migration Service

Description and Functionality
It becomes increasingly attractive to companies to outsource their data and process it at cloud
providers, because cloud computing promises cost savings and time speedups. However, the
companies fear the loss of control of their sensitive corporate data, because the database admins and
malicious hackers might access the data.
We use an encryption technique called adjustable encryption that was introduced by CryptDB [2].
Adjustable encryption means, that a plaintext value is encrypted in one or multiple onions whereas
every onion can have one or multiple layers. Each layer represents a specific encryption scheme,
e.g., randomized encryption, deterministic encryption, homomorphic encryption. Every data value is
encrypted and stored in a database with one or multiple onions. Every data query happens
transparently for the application by utilizing a transformation step from “normal” queries for plaintext
databases to queries suitable for databases using adjustable encryption. In many cases, however, it
is not possible to execute queries on the encrypted data, because the data is only encrypted with
encryption schemes that do not support the required functionality (e.g. comparison is not possible with
randomized encryption). Two alternatives are possible in this case: one or multiple layers are
removed, or only a part of the query is executed on encrypted data and the remaining part of the
query is executed on plaintext data after decryption the result. The second approach, the split of the
query, was introduced in the EU project PRACTICE.
The focus of TREDISEC is to make this encryption technique useable for mid-size companies by
enabling them to outsource their potentially large on premise data to an encrypted cloud environment.
Sensitive data must not be accessible outside of the customer’s network during and after the
migration. The main task is to encrypt the data as fast as possible to prevent a long downtime. A
cluster environment is used for this task, reducing the time required for the encryption of gigabytes of
data from months to days.
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One subtask integrated into the data migration process is that the customers can define a sensitivity
threshold for specific columns. This means that they can define columns that are not allowed to be
revealed on specific encryption schemes. One benefit is a reduced number of columns and thus
optimized encryption. For instance, an onion containing homomorphic encryption is not created if a
customer decides that the aggregation of values is not allowed. Another benefit is that the system is
able to check if queries can still be executed with high performance with the specified sensitivity
threshold. This information is provided to the customer who can make a profound decision.
A second integrated subtask is the generation of a hot state of the database. As already mentioned,
one or more layers have to be removed prior to query execution for some queries. The goal is
preventing the removal of layers during the execution of an application, but rather having the table
already in its “hot state”. This is important, because a layer removal requires a considerate amount of
time within which the execution of the SQL query is blocked and cannot be executed. Our module
enables this by allowing the customers to declare queries that are performed by the application. The
encryption cluster considers the resulting onion setting during the encryption. An advantage of the hot
state mechanism is that it leads to an optimized space consumption. The reason is that an inner onion
requires equal or less space than an outer layer. Thus, the hot state saves much space by layer
removals compared to a naively migrated database.
More details can be found in D5.1 [3] and D5.2 [4].
Activity and Component Diagram

Figure 29: Component Diagram of Data Provisioning and Optimized Encryption Module
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Figure 30: Activity Diagram of Data Provisioning and Optimized Encryption Module

Interfaces
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Migration API: The interface of this module is API that allows the customer to make all the required
settings and start the encryption in a cluster.
Limitations and Conflicts
None known
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5 Conclusions
This deliverable describes the final version of the TREDISEC Architecture and related components.
We presented it by first describing briefly the former version we made available in D2.3 and then
showing the methodology we followed till the final version we present here. The main iterations we
went through were by means of the work done (and still under way) in WP6, which is the
implementation of the TREDISEC Framework, the concept of the security primitives (which also takes
as input the work done in WP3, WP4 and WP5) and the support of its life-cycle. In this sense it was
very useful the feedback provided by both the technology provider partners (in terms of technology,
what can be provided for the end users, how and what information could be provided for the testing
and deployment in cloud systems, etc.) and the use case partners (what they expect from the
TREDISEC Framework and TREDISEC Recipes, how to better use the framework, etc.). This
feedback was very useful for going from an initial and abstract component to a final and useful
element ready for implementation and to be used in TREDISEC.
The output of the work presented here will be very valuable in the project for two different purposes.
On the one hand it will be used as a guide for the work (currently working) of WP6 for the
implementation of the TREDISEC Framework and the security primitives (and the support of its life
cycle). For the framework it will be very helpful for the definition of the different roles that will operate it
and, more importantly, their way of using the framework and specific objectives. Regarding the
security primitives, the work done here allowed us to better define the information to be provided by
the technological partners and how to better support the implementation of the security primitives and
their integration as TREDISEC Recipes. And on the other hand, the concept of security primitives has
been used for the work in the business plan as it is one of the main exploitable outcomes of the
project, together with the TREDISEC Framework.
Although the TREDISEC Architecture is presented here as final we are aware that, due to the current
(and future) work in WP6 for the implementation and testing of the TREDISEC Framework, security
primitives and its supportive life cycle we will probably need minor refinements and updates in the
architecture, which will be presented in the deliverables of WP6. Of course, this work will be very
valuable as the more refined the more complete and useful the architecture will be for fulfilling the
requirements and necessities of the project partners and cloud systems that were identified at the
beginning of the project and presented in D2.1.
Finally, and thanks to all the refinement and updates we have done to the concept of security
primitives and its life cycle we plan to publish the concept, work and results of the security primitives
in conferences in order to disseminate it in the research community and continue working on it in
different ways (e.g. new research projects, publications, invited talks, joint work with other innovation
products of the project, etc.). We will also study how to move forward and being able to expand to
other type of systems (e.g. critical systems, smart grids, etc.) as we think the work we have done here
has potential. Additionally, we will study its use in other research and private projects in order to keep
working on it and keep growing it.
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